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Frozen Panel Cooler 

Sef Up Instructions 

.1. Safely dispose of the plastic covering from 
around the COLD-SELL® chest; . -

2. Remove the corrugated cartons containing the
cold cells from inside the unit and set them aside.

3. Lift the COLD-SELL® chest from the pallet.
Safely discard pallet and packing materials.

4. Unpack .the cold cells from their corrugated
cartons and freeze them for 24 hours or until
completely-frozen. We suggest that the panels be
frozen in a vertical position with the hand hold at top
and a space in between each panel
to allow for air circulation.

5. To begin using the
COLD-SELL® unit, arrange.the
frozen cold cells according to the'
diagram and place the prechilled
product and crates into the resulting
cavity.

General Use Instructions 

1. With proper use, the
COLD-SELL® System will maintain the temperature
of the products inside the unit in the low 30's for up to
24 hours.

2. The cold cell panels must be completely frozen
before each use to assure optimum cooling
efficiency.

3. The product and its bulk container must be chilled
prior to placement in the COLD-SELL® unit.

, Included Parts 
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4-Crate Cooler (1)

Dems:
36'' Wide x 37'' 
Long x 34'' Tall

14 x 24 Cold Cells (7)

Holds 256 1/2 Pints in 

4 Standard 16 quart 

Dairy Crates  

4. A freezer that creates 0°F minimum
temperature is preferred to assure complete
freezing of all cold cells.

5. Every 24 hours the cold cell panels must be
exchanged and lower level product rotated with
upper level ones to
maintain proper
product temperature.

6. Agitate the cold cell
panels before
refreezing them.

Cleaning Instructions 
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1 .. Use a mild non-abrasive detergent and wipe 
dry both the interior and the exterior as required. 

2. Panels can be cleaned with a mild detergent
and a plastic brush, wiping dry before freezing.

COLD-SELL® Systems disclaims any responsibility or liability for any and all direct or indirect , actual. 
consequential, or Incidental damages arising out of failure to follow the instructions outlined above, including 
property loss and personal injury or illness. Further, by purchasing this product, customer agrees to defend and 
indemnify and hold harmless COLD-SELL® Systems in any claim made against COLD-SELL® Systems arising 
from customer's use or installation of the equipment. U.S. PATENT NO. 6,067,810; U.S. PATENT NO. 6,370,885; 
U.S. PATENT NO. 6,415,623 81; U.S. PATENT NO. 6,453,682 81 

If you have questions or problems, 
please call: 

336-712-5006


